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The Psychology of Turkeys
This section is dedicated to the insane actions, decisions and policies made by our would be elected representitives.
My View By Ernie C. Salgado Jr.,
Please add my life long friend, Ret. U.S. Army Colonel John Meyers to your prayers. He is a tribal member of the Santa Rosa Mt.
Cahuilla Indians in So. California. He lives in South Carolina and is in the hospital with covid-19. He is 80 year young!
Normally this section would be found some where within the American
Indian Reporter. However, the political insanity has insanity has reached
a point beyond absurdity and I just couldn't help my self from going with
page one.
The “Woke” mental giants whom every they may be since they operate
like shell companies for shady corporations and other undesirable groups
and individuals. Me, I’m still not sure what a “Woke” is - at first I thought
it was a mis-selling of “Joke” but as my granddaughters explained to me
that my concept was incorrect.
Although I stand corrected I am still having great difficulty getting my gray
matter around the concept that a generation of under 30-year old spoiled
youngsters, many of which have never held a job, still live with the parents
and/or are attending or have graduated from an institution of higher lean1) A 3-ton rock has been declared “Racist” and
if that’s not enough stupidity for you, the university administration has paid to have it removed from the campus.
2) According to government border reports 18
percent of the illegal immigrants have tested
positive for covid-19 and still aloud to enter
the USA and provided free transportation by
van, bus or air to cities and towns through
out the Country, food stamps, housing and
medical services.
3) Since January 20, 2021 the cost for illegal
immigrants in America as of August 14, 2021
at 1pm California time was $274 plus billion
dollars. The average daily cost is estimated at
$500 million dollars.
4) The Biden administration open border policies are Illegal, so why hasn’t the anyone
filed a law suit against his actions?
5) The “Woke” movement is currently pushing
for non-American citizens and illegal immigrants to have voting rights.
6) Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg is pushing
for “Amnesty” of the 11 to 12 million illegal
immigrants currently living in America and
growing everyday, 200,000 in July 2021.
7) California already allows illegal immigrants
to vote and sit on local governing boards.
8) Obama’s “Dreamers” executive order is
without a doubt illegal yet after 8 years any
meaningful legal action has yet to be taken.
Where are the GOP hiding?
9) California Governor Newsom is proposing a
1.5 billion dollars addition to the state budget to provide health care for the illegal immigrants living in the state.
10) A three year investigation by the Department
of Justice indicated that Yale and other universities have “Systematically Racially Deci-

mated Against Asians and White People.”
However, the Biden administration Attorney
General has refused to press the issue.
11) The Biden Department of Justice has decided to not prosecute NY Governor Cuomo
for the nursing home case against because it
doesn’t want to include the other “Blue
State” Governors that did the samething.
12) And let’s not forget Hunter Bidens laptop
that keeps getting shoved farther and farther
under the rug so to speak as did all the evidence given to the FBI by Hunter Biden’s ex
-partner, Tony Bobulinski as the “Big Guy”
and his 10%.
13) A government report indicated that 98.5% of
the Nations colleges and universities do not
allow “Free Speech,” only a liberal view is
allowed.
14) August 2021, Oregon Dumbs Down Public
Schools to 'Help' Students of Color and
called the graduation requirements racist.
The governor of Oregon “paused” the requirements for the foreseeable future be-

ing or a “Marxist Indoctrination Center,” which is a
better definition demanding that America become a
Socialist Country.
And for over a year and still going on these
“Domestic Terrorist” are allowed to riot and destroy
American Cities and even murder American citizens
without anyone being held accountable.
However, good law biding American’s are not allowed to work, attend
church services, forced to wear face mask that are worthless. And once
again the new Socialist Government leaders want to implement
“Pandemic Stage Two.” And the possibility of a federal government vaccine mandate
HERE ARE A FEW OF THE WOKE INSANITIES:

cause it’s just not fair to make students prove
they can add, subtract, multiply, conjugate
the English language, or be able to read before they graduate. I mean, who needs to
know that stuff?
15) In California a local county district attorney
issued a order that police could not arrest
“Looters” if the looter said that they needed
the items they were stealing. Please enlighten
me how anyone in their right mine could
justify the stealing of another person’s property.
16) In Long Beach, California police arrested a
man for fishing in a boat by himself about a
half a mile from the shore for violation the
“Stay Home” mandates while “Peaceful Protestors” rioted, looted and destroyed private
and public property without any intervention.
17) The incident in Long Beach, CA was duplicated 100’s of times over in cities and towns
through out the Country as the Socialist exercised their power over the American people.
18) Mark Levin, author and Fox News Cable TV
host has called Black Lives Matter, Antifa
and Cancel Culture the mulita arm of the
Socialist Democrat Party and right fully so.
In his latest book, “American Marxism” he
makes it very
clear how the
Marxist have
taken control of
the main stream
media, big tech
and corporate
America and the
enormous
amount of money involved.
19) Also, to get a better understanding of the systematic take over of the everyday lives of the
American people Saul Alinsky's 8-Steps to a
Socialist Government is a must read.
20) Critical Race Theory is strictly from Karl
Marx manifesto the “Privileged White People” have replace the “Rich Owners.” The
goal is the same, to pit one group against the
other as the oppressor and the oppressed.
The CRT identifies all the “People of Color”
as the oppressed and all the White people as
the “White Privileged” oppressors. It even
goes farther to include the LGBTQ people
and all other fringe groups as oppressed. Religious organization and Jewish people are
also included in the oppressor category.
21) The Marxist proponents of the critical race
theory have no desire or intent to discuss the
merits of the curriculum labeling anyone
who dares to challenge it a racist.
22) The extraordinary influence of major corporation over key members of congress, the
executive branch and courts is troubling of
not outright terrifying.

23) Tweeter, Google, Facebook and You Tube
for example openly serve the Socialist agenda by censoring any and all opposing views
under the vanguard of preventing their definition of “Misinformation” which in truth is
pure and simply censorship.
24) Mark Dorsey,
Tweeter CEO
banned President
Trump censoring
him for posting
“Misinformation.”
He also censored
several other anti
Socialist Americas
with the political
support of the Socialist Democratic Party
25) Mark Zuckerberg,
founder and CEO of
Facebook contributed $400 million dollars to the Socialist/
Democratic Party
and an additional
millions in staff time
and censorship on
their behalf.
26) The extraordinary power of the global corporations was made clear when Dorsey
banned the President of the United States of
America from Tweeter and the congress of
the United State of America allowed it.
27) The message was also made clear to many of
us that America is on a very dangerous path
of which there is no return. At the current
rate of transition to the political left we may
no longer be a free Country, but rather a
Country under the control of the corporate
Oligarchy elitist.
28) Because of their superior wealth and their
influence on the Counties policy makers the
global elitist will be in control and the final
step toward an Oligarchy, One-World-Order
will have been attained.
29) As a note of history President “Teddy” Roosevelt fought against the monopoly of big
corporations warning of their influence on
the Nations policy makers.
30) President Woodrow Wilson gave the banking industry total control over the Countries
economy with the approval of the Federal
Reserve Bank in 1913.
31) Political Correctness: The political process
used by the Socialist to silence the American
people and undermine the first Amendment
of the Constitution of “Free Speech.”
32) And although we lack the resources to reach
the masses our future appears to be dim.
However, we will never surrender our God
given rights to live as free people. NEVER!
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Tokyo, Japan 1964 Olympics
The story of Billy Mills, the Oglala Lakota runner is
legendary and includes Olympic gold in historic fashion

\“There

goes Billy Mills! Billy Mills pouring on
the steam, Billy Mills is really putting it on. Billy
Mills has the lead for the United States heading
toward the finish line. Billy Mills has just won
the men’s 10,000 meter event, the first time the
United States has ever won this event!”
That was just one of many calls for the historic
gold medal win for Billy Mills in the 10,000 meter race the last time the Olympics were held in
Tokyo back in 1964. It was the first and only
time an American has won the race.

Nearly 60 years after the amazing win, Mills,
Oglala Lakota, joined the Indian Country Today newscast to look back on his life-changing
achievement.
The former long-distance runner said it’s the
journey, not the destination that empowers an
athlete or individual to do great things.

“So whether I won the gold or not, the journey
empowered me and I'd love our young people
to understand that you've got to find the passion.

You've got to develop the skills to equal the passion, bring them together and magic can be created,” Mills said. “And one or two of those magical things you do over your lifetime just may be
looked upon as a miracle.”

was no other runner with such an image on their
singlet, he perceived it himself. Mills said his
training was based on Lakota values and he took
the perception of the eagle, along with the pursuit of the gold medal, as all part of his journey
Through the lens of history, Mills’ win is seen as to heal himself and the “broken wings” his father
a miracle he speaks of and one of the greatest spoke of earlier in his life.
Olympic upsets of all-time, as he was an un- “I don't know how many Olympians have expeknown competitor to most entering the race.
rienced, maybe similar circumstances, but mine
Reminiscing on that historic run, Mills said he was extremely sacred, just extremely emotional,”
began to “hit the wall” with 110 meters he said.
left in the race as he started to feel a tin- Mills, a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps, is the
gling sensation he attributes to having co-founder of Running Strong for American Inlow blood sugar. Two things propelled dian Youth nonprofit. In 1983, a movie based
him to the finish line; one was knowing on the story of Billy Mills called "Running Brave
the exact location of where his wife Pa- '' was released. The movie is available to watch
tricia was sitting and the second was see- on YouTube.
ing another runner with an eagle on his Now in his 80s, Mills hopes to inspire Native
singlet.
youth the way Jim Thorpe was an inspiration to
“It kind of reminded me of my dad him. He finished his interview by reiterating it
when my mom died and my dad saying, was the journey to the gold medal, not the medal
‘Son, you have broken wings and it itself, that means the most to him.
takes a dream to heal broken wings,” he “The greatest gift my sports career has brought
said.
me was love of friendship, respect of other culMills revealed that the dream he wrote tures, other societies, and believing together. We
down was to win the gold medal in the truly can create the horizon of humanity's fu10,000 meters when he was a junior in ture.”
college.
As he made his final push, he remembers feeling
the tape break across his chest and an Olympic
Kolby KickingWoman, Blackfeet/
official asking who he was. For a moment, he
A'aniih is a reporter/producer for
thought he miscounted the number of laps he
Indian Country Today. He is from
had run.
the great state of Montana and cur“He [the official] says, ‘New Olympic champion, rently reports for the Washington Bureau.
is there anything we can do for you?’” Mills re- For hot sports takes and too many Lakers
tweets, follow him on Twitter called. “And I said, ‘I need my wife.’”
@KDKW_406. Email After the race, Mills went to find the runner with
the eagle on his singlet only to learn that there

Duro Construction Co. - Pala REZ
CALL: Duro Construction @ 760-419-0568
email: Realskinz11@yahoo.com
“We are our brothers keeper.”
Duro Construction Company is an American Indian
owned & operated full service building construction
company located on the Pala Indian Reservation.
Duro Construction is owner by David Duro, Sr., an enrolled member of the Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla
Tribe. He has over 40-years of construction experience
and is fully licensed and bonded with the state of California. Service area covers San Diego and Riverside
counties and the Reservations.

Duro Construction has the wide-ranging capabilities to
build any kind of construction ranging from the ground
breaking phase to the finish product. Duro has extensive experience & expertise, particularly in building custom homes, remodeling, additions and concrete work.
Duro Construction is also community minded, give
back to the community by offering employment and
training to local tribal members, employing veterans
and always helps those in need and less fortunate.
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A California Pubic Service Notice
The RE-CALL NEWSOM VOTING IS ON SEPTEMBER 14, 2021

VOTE YES ON RE-CALL

Critical Dates:
•

August . 16 - First day to vote by mail

•

August . 30 - Last day to register to vote

•

September . 14 - Recall NEWSOM day

You must mark the YES BOX ON YOUR VOTING
BALLOT for your recall vote to be valid.
I can not stress the importance of marking THE YES BOX because if it is not checked
the RECALL MAY NOT COUNT.
OK, now that you have checked the YES BOX you can vote for your choice of the 40
plus candidates.

IT IS EXTREMELY VITAL THAT YOU VOTE YES ON RECALL!

Good Reasons to Re-call Newsom
September 14, 2021 VOTE YES ON RE-CALL - Then Vote for a New Governor
MY VIEW by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.
•

STOP another Lock Down - STOP the loss of jobs - STOP the loss of small businesses



STOP the State imposed mandates - KEEP schools, parks, churches and stores open
STOP housing, food stamps and health care for illegals - STOP the use of taxpayers funds
to pay for housing for illegal - STOP the 1.5 Billion in taxes to pay for illegals health care





STOP More Taxes to pay for the Bullet Train to nowhere



STOP the proposed funding of dope zones for illegal drug users



STOP the on-going attacks in the 2nd Amendment of the Constitution



STOP the release of dangerous criminal from prisons including illegals



STOP the continued attempts to raise PROPERTY TAXES protected by Prop 13
STOP the State from take over of City and County Zoning ordinances to allow for construction of multi-housing apartments in single home neighborhoods



RESCEND the gas tax that nobody know where the money goes!

 `


RESCEND SB 145 which allows Pedophilia and voids what was once called statutory rape.
(Yes, a 20 year old man or woman can have “consensual sex” with a child that is 10-years

old or older as long as the age difference doesn’t exceed 10 years. This is wrong on so
many levels and if it doesn't turn your stomach nothing will, God help us.)


Here is another reason to think about recalling Newsom. Why did he allow Antifa, Black

Lives Matter, Cancel Culture and other domestic Terrorist groups to riot, loot, attack and
injure police and unarmed firefighters and destroy private and public property during the
mandated shut down while law bidding American citizens were harassed, arrested and
jailed for not wearing a mask, visiting elderly grandparents or for trying to attend church
or go to work? WHY?


If that’s not enough for you to recall him, he is part of the Washington D.C. elitist mob.
That is an absolute fact, believe me AND Newsom is Nancy Pelosi’s NEPHEW! Surprise!
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A Real American Hero
Marcella LeBeau a member of the Two
Kettle Band Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
Source: Shayne’s Journal #5001, August 10, 2021
By author, Doyle Glass, August 6, 2021
Edited by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr., American Indian Reporter
Marcella LeBeau was born on October 12, 1919, on the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation in Promise, South Dakota. She is a
member of the Two Kettle Band Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
and, and is known in Lakota as Wignuke Waste Win (Pretty Rainbow Woman).
Marcella, now 101 years old, has accomplished enough in her life
to fill three centuries of living. But, for her, the greatest honor and
privilege of her life has been serving with the United States Army
as a nurse during the Second World War.
Marcella served with the 76th General Hospital Unit in England, France,
and Belgium. During D-Day, Marcella landed at Utah Beach, near
Carentan, where she camped in a cow pasture for several days, helping
wounded service members with medical aid and waiting for her next assignment.
In December 1944, Marcella arrived in Liege, Belgium, just in time for
the start of the Battle of the Bulge. In Liege, Marcella worked in a thousand-bed hospital, tending to wounded Allied soldiers. Marcella’s hospital
was at risk during the German advance in the Battle of the Bulge, as they
headed towards the Port of Antwerp. In fact, the German advance was so
close to Marcella’s hospital that the nurses were told to be packed and
ready to be evacuated at a moment’s notice, although they were not told
why they may have to be evacuated.
During the Battle of the Bulge, Marcella found herself only a few miles
away from the frontlines and experienced buzz bombs night and day. Sadly, one buzz bomb that was dropped hit her hospital in Liege and 25 men
died as a result. During her time in military service, Marcella never experienced any racial discrimination. In fact, some of her colleagues who
knew that her great-grandfather was a chief, assumed Marcella was an Indian princess. She left the Army as a First Lieutenant.

In 2004 at the 60th anniversary of D-Day, Marcella was awarded the
French Legion Medal of Honour in France for her actions in the Army.
In 2006, she was inducted into the South Dakota Hall of Fame as well as
a lifetime achievement award from South Dakota State University.
Most recently in 2020, Marcella was dubbed one of South Dakota’s most
influential women of the century by USA Today.
At nearly 102 years young, Marcella is still advocating for the Lakota community. She is currently working to have the medals of honor revoked to
those U.S. Calvary servicemen who participated in the 1890 Wounded
Knee Massacre that left close to 300 Lakota men, women, and children
dead.
Although her greatest pride is being a nurse during the Second World
War, she wants to ensure her history continues to be passed down, telling
young people to “learn the true Indian history and to follow in the steps

of our ancestors.”
Photo Credit- United States Army/Cheyenne River Reservation, Text
Credit- Madeline Hitz, warhistoryonline #warhistoryonline #madelinehitz
#marcellalebeau #armynurse #lakotasioux #Cheyenne #frenchlegion
#southdakotahalloffame #dday

COVID-19 Emergency Help!
Are you recently unemployed OR laid-off due to the CORONAVIRUS crisis?
Are you are an enrolled member or a descendent of an American Indian Tribe and living off the Reservation?
Does your family need emergency supportive services (food, rental assistance, utilities, etc.)?
YOU AUTOMATICALLY QUALIFY FOR SERVICES, IF you are on CalWORKS, Tribal TANF or with
a County/State TANF or any other public assistance program.

SCAIR

SCAIR

San Diego Resource Center
239 East Main Street
El Cajon CA 92020
619-328-0676

Ventura Resource Center
877 South Victoria Ave. Suite 110
Ventura CA 93003
805-765-6243

Serving San Diego, Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Santa Cruz,
San Benito, Monterey and Sonoma Counties.

For more information please contact:
“Work Readiness Training Program.”

Call 1-888-217-2247
Box5@AmericanIndianReporter.com
Please Send Us Your Email Address For Your FREE Bi-Monthly American Indian Reporter
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EPA action recognizes sovereignty of Morongo Band of Mission Indians to
implement and manage air quality on the Morongo Indian Reservation
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has authorized the Morongo Band of
Mission Indians to oversee elements of the federal Clean Air Act related to air quality monitoring, pollution reduction, ambient air quality
standards and other regulatory issues on the
Morongo Indian Reservation.
Federal law authorizes the EPA to treat eligible
federally-recognized Indian tribes the same as a
state for the purpose of implementing and managing specified environmental programs and
functions. With this action, Morongo will oversee air quality standards and implement programs enforcing the federal Clean Air Act, furthering the Tribe’s ongoing commitment to protecting air quality on its reservation.
The EPA recently presented Morongo Tribal
Chairman Charles Martin with certification approving Morongo’s Treatment as a State (TAS)
application at the EPA’s Regional Tribal Operations Committee meeting for the Pacific Southwest, Region 9.
“The EPA’s action strengthens Morongo’s ability
to monitor and safeguard local air quality, which
will help protect the health of our tribal members and our neighboring communities,” Chairman Martin said. “We are pleased that the EPA
recognized that as a sovereign tribe, Morongo
possesses the same rights and responsibilities as
any state in protecting local air quality.”
To secure TAS approval, Morongo demonstrated it fulfilled specific legal requirements, including exhibiting the ability to carry out governmental duties, powers and functions. Morongo applied for the EPA designation in 2019 and was
approved in May 2021.
“I commend Morongo’s effort in working collaboratively with EPA to provide the information

which resulted in final approval of the TAS application,” Deborah Jordan, EPA’s Acting Regional Manager, said in her letter announcing the
authorization. “We look forward to continuing
our work together to protect and enhance air
quality on the Morongo Reservation.”
Morongo’s long history of environmental stewardship includes protecting local air and water
quality. For more than a decade, Morongo’s Air
Monitoring Program has measured key criteria
pollutants, including ozone and particulate matter, in the region and provided daily online alerts
to the community.
In 2018, a consortium of environmental agencies
joined the EPA in recognizing Morongo’s dedication to air quality by presenting the tribe with
the prestigious 2018 Virgil Masayesva Tribal Air
Programs Excellence Award.

YOU NEED TO KNOW THIS AS YOUR
FREEDOM DEPENDS ON IT!
What is Agenda 21?
Who was Karl Marx?
Who is George Soros?
What is the Socialism?
Who was Saul Alinsky?
What did Bill Ayers do?
What does Cloward-Piven mean?
What is the Critical Race Theory?

About the Morongo Indian Reservation
Located at the foot of the San Gorgonio Mountains of Riverside County, the 36,000-acre
Morongo Indian Reservation is home to the resilient Morongo Band of Mission Indians. As a
sovereign nation, the Morongo Band of Mission
Indians has overcome decades of adversity to
become a model of self-reliance and selfdetermination. The tribe provides over $3 billion in regional economic benefit and more than
2,500 jobs as the region’s largest employer. The
tribe has built upon its successes for the benefit
of generations to come and the surrounding
communities, all while honoring and preserving
the rich traditions of its past.

“High Quality at Affordable Prices”

Custom Made Handbags

“Super Hot Summer Specials”
All Credit Cards & Cash Accepted

1.619.792.8517
ckayi4nfo@yahoo.com
This is
The Grand
Daddy of all
USA Indian
Rez Ball

You Snooze
You Lose Don’t Wait
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lobbyist brother of Biden adviser's
made $ 1.6million since JANUARY 2021
Looks like hunter has competition!
Does the “big guy” still get 10%?

On August 11, 2021 during an a CNN interview former California RINO Gov.
Schwarzenegger said to those against COVID
policies:

‘Screw your freedom’
Coincidence or a Socialist Mindset that he
shares with another Austrian born politician? Maybe not as sugar costed but the
same message.

So are we expected to believe
that the Pelosi January 6th
Hearings are any different than
her impeachment fiascos?

Eric Swalwell, you have got to be
kidding me. A U.S. Representitive who was caught in bed with
a Chinese SPY and he’s Mr. Integrity? Are we that stupid?

Now this is some
serious Bullshit &
CNN will sell it &
Big Tech as well.
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
“America is just like an insane asylum. There is not
a soul in it will admit they are crazy." - Will Rogers,
Rogers was an enrolled member of the Cherokee Nation.
Shayne’s Journal # 4677 May 13, 2020

Box5@AmericanIndianReporter.com
Please Send Us Your Email Address For Your Monthly
American Indian Reporter

California Indian Education, Inc.

“Making A Difference”

Soboba Indian Reservation, So. California
Mail: P.O. Box 366, San Jacinto CA 92581
Phone 951.217.7205 * Email: CALIE.org
Non-Profit 501(c)(3) * Tribal Organization

CALIE.org Is The Number One American Indian Web Site In The World!

